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1. Introduction 

We have been working on rainfall observation projects at two different tropical sites; Singapore and 

Gadanki, India, in order to study tropical storm structure and raindrop size distribution (DSD) 

characteristics for improving the current PR rainfall retrieval algorithm, and for making the validation of 
TRMM PR observation. Two sites have somewhat different climatological characteristics; Singapore is 

rather oceanic and Gadanki is "semi" continental.  In Singapore, a comprehensive set of instruments 

consisting of an S-band Doppler radar, microwave attenuation measurement systems, and meteorological 
instruments are set up. Unfortunately, there have been a number of troubles in the Doppler radar until now, 

and no meaningful volume scan data to be compared with TRMM PR data have been obtained. 

Nevertheless, rainfall observations have been made using the radar pointed to a satellite beacon path and a 
disdrometer.  We have been making analyses aiming at the prediction of microwave attenuation 

characteristics in tropical areas in addition to TRMM validation.  The instruments in Gadanki is rather 

unique; a 53-MHz VHF MST radar, an L-band lower atmospheric wind profiler (LAWP), a disdrometer 
and a meteorological instruments are set up to obtain more knowledge on vertical properties of DSD and 

rain structure in south India.  Until now, efforts have been made on the development of a non-linear 

least-squares algorithm to derive DSD from the radar data and the analysis of disdrometer data.   
   In this document, we present recent results of DSD characteristics obtained from disdrometer 

measurements.  
 
2. Instruments 

   Table 1 and Table 2 list major instruments in India and Singapore, respectively.  
 

Table 1. Instruments at Gadanki, India. 
____________________________________________ 
Indian MST Radar 
 Frequency 53 MHz 
 Antenna aperture 130 m x 130 m  
 Antenna beamwidth 3 deg. 
 Transmit power 2 MW 
 Range resolution 150 m 
 Probing altitudes 3 to 100 km 
Lower Atmospheric Wind Profiler (MPT, Japan) 
 Frequency 1.357 GHz 
 Antenna aperture 4 m x 4 m  
 Antenna beamwidth 4 deg. 
 Transmit power 1 kW 
 Range resolution 75 m/150 m/300 m 
 Probing altitudes up to 3-4 km 
Disdrometer, Raingages (optical and tipping bucket) 
____________________________________________ 
 
 

Table 2. Instruments at Singapore. 
____________________________________________ 
S-band Doppler radar (RAL/NASDA) 
 Frequency 3 GHz 
 Polarization Co-pol and X-pol 
 Antenna  3 m parabolic 
 Antenna beamwidth 2.3 deg. 
 Transmit power 600 KW 
 Range resolution 150 m 
 Probing altitudes 0.4 - 20 km 
Disdrometers, Raingages NTU 
IOR beacon receiver NTU (12 GHz) 
COMETS beacon receiver CRL (23 GHz)*1 
____________________________________________ 
*1 Modified to a radiometer at 23 GHz.
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3. Disdrometer measurements 

  Measurements of drop size distribution (DSD) with disdrometers have been providing the information to 
study basic DSD characteristics in tropical Asia. We have found the convective, transition and stratiform 

separation discussed in Atlas, et al. (1999) as shown in Fig.1 (Wilson et al., 1999a, 1999b). 
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Fig.1. Example of Z-R relation variation in Singapore, June 9, 1998.  

 
Preliminary finding (Timothy, private communication, 1999) suggests that the Z-R relations in convective 

and stratiform events in Singapore show tendencies different from other tropical sites (i.e. greater Z’s in 
stratiform than convective). Detailed statistical analyses are underway. In India, the disdrometer 

measurements have been conducted since September 1997. Almost no measurements have been done in 

1998 because of the instrument failure, however.  We have found a clear seasonal dependence in Z-R 
relations (i.e. DSD characteristics) in India, as shown in Figs 2 and 3. Fig.2 shows the scattergrams of dBR 

with dBZ for September and December, 1997. It is found that September precipitation generally has more 

big drops than in December.  In September, the climate in south India is during the dissipation of SW 
monsoon and onset of NE monsoon, and most of the precipitating weather systems are associated with 

lightening and mesoscale  convection activities. These storms are short lived around one hour with high 

intensity of the rain. Whereas in December the precipitation is associated with cyclones and also storm 
height will be decreased about 200 - 700 m compared with the SW monsoon due to the less temperature in 

the winter months (December - February).  Fig.3 and Table 3 show a trend of Z-R relations (dBR 

corresponding to a given dBZ) measured in 1997 and 1999. This figure indicates that there are about 
3-times differences peak-to-peak in estimates of rain rate using a single Z-R relation. It seems that this type 

of seasonal dependence should be taken into account to improve the accuracy of the PR algorithm.  
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Fig.2.  Comparison of Z-R relations in September and December, 1997, Gadanki, India. 
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Fig.3. Seasonal dependence of Z-R relations in fall-winter, 1997, and May-June, 1999, Gadanki, India. 

 
Table 3. Seasonal variation of Z-R relation (Z = aRb) at Gadanki, India. 

 
4. Summary 
   The disdrometer measurements in Singapore and India have been conducted along with Doppler radars 
that can provide vertical structure and dynamics of precip itation. Detailed classifications using these radar 
data may provide new findings about the relation between DSD and rainfall characteristics in tropics. 
Although systematic data processing is still underway, we expect that useful information on DSD 
characteristics can be produced from these ground validation sites. 
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Sept. 97 Oct. 97 Nov. 97 Dec. 97 May-99 Jun-99
a 393.7 364.0 131.3 91.7 595.5 358.8
b 1.339 1.311 1.389 1.560 1.285 1.379


